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Free Essay: Applying Plato's Allegory of the Cave to Oedipus Rex, Hamlet,and Thomas Becket Plato was one of the
greatest philosophers of all time. He is.

Another example is that in his allegory there are malicious individuals who stand in front of a fire as to be able
to create shadows which the prisoners perceive as incorrectly reality. The allegory reveals how that flaw
affects our education, our spirituality and our politics. Plato argues that there is a basic flaw in how we
humans mistake our limited perceptions as reality, truth and goodness. In the story, there are three prisoners,
sitting in a cave facing the back wall. Influence[ edit ] The themes and imagery of Plato's cave have appeared
throughout Western thought and culture. They engage the audience in a fictional world where people live in
false realities without knowing it. He explains how leaders should be educated, versus the society as a whole,
and he leaves us with a significant message. Perhaps the most discussed allegory in today's popular culture is
the Allegory of the Cave. However, after having learned so many new concepts, he returns to his fellow beings
and attempts to reveal his findings but is rejected and threatened with death. The shadows cast on the walls of
the cave represent the superficial truth, which is the illusion that the prisoners see in the cave. These prisoners
were only able to see what the men outside the cave were willing to Plato's Allegory of the Cave Essay words
- 7 pages from this path and just do what they felt like doing and do what made them happy as an individual,
would they be criticized? It also represents ignorance, as those in the cave live accepting what they see at face
value. These theories are established most prominently in the allegory of the cave, which both draws upon and
unifies the analogies of the sun and the divided line. He could never prove that. Only knowledge of the Forms
constitutes real knowledge or what Socrates considers "the good". Terminology[ edit ] The allegory of the
cave is also called the analogy of the cave, myth of the cave, metaphor of the cave, parable of the cave, and
Plato's Cave. Knowledge from Plato and wisdom form Aristotle can be connected Plato's Allegory of the Cave
- It's Importance in Today's World words - 11 pages Plato's Allegory of the Cave - It's Importance in Today's
World Our society so values education that sociologists have recognized the problem of "over-education"
Hadjicostandi. Plato's dialogues are the fruit of a rare mind; but the could not have kept their perennial
freshness if they had not somehow succeeded in expressing he problems and the convictions that are common
to Plato's age and to all later ages The figures on the wall are all they know to be true. My own interpretation
of this allegory is simple enough as Plato expresses his thoughts as separate stages. Plato talks about being
free, everyday life, knowledge, and essentially what he wrote to be true. The truth is the reality of life. In his
story, Plato starts by saying that in a cave, there are prisoners chained down and are forced to look at a wall.
How and why are most human beings like prisoners in a cave? The stages, very much like life, are represented
by growing realizations and newfound "pains. He expresses this theory with three approaches: his allegory of
The Cave, his metaphor of the Divided Line and his doctrine The Forms. However, how truly free are we?
What is the central message? What does the world outside the cave represent? In which they explore the
possibility of a visible and intelligible world. Each theory is interconnected; one could not be without the
other. Plato concludes that the prisoners, if they were able, would therefore reach out and kill anyone who
attempted to drag them out of the cave a. Imprisonment in the cave[ edit ] Plato begins by having Socrates ask
Glaucon to imagine a cave where people have been imprisoned from childhood important to note that they
were based on text imprisoned from childhood not from birth. The story touches on enlightenment, the
overwhelming fear of the unknown, and if it is even possible to gain the knowledge that brings liberation.
Plato, however, indicates that the fire is also the political doctrine that is taught in a nation state. He is deeply
perplexed. Plato's use of language creates a vivid picture of the The Allegory of the Cave in Plato's Republic
words - 5 pages The Allegory of the Cave in Plato's Republic This paper discussed The Allegory of The Cave
in Plato's Republic, and tries to unfold the messages Plato wishes to convey with regard to his conception of
reality, knowledge and education. In his Allegory of the Cave, he proved that he was a revolutionary thinker.
Using metaphors Socrates compares a prisoner in an underground cave who is exploring a new strange world
he never knew of to people who are trying to find a position of knowledge in reality.


